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Wireless computing platforms are
poised to have as disruptive an effect
on enterprises as the PC did. Where the
PC shifted computing power to the
desktop from mainframes, wireless

devices augment desktops and laptops, giving workers
powerful computers that are always connected and
ready to provide vital business data, thanks to their
integration with enterprise information systems. 

Wireless devices are becoming de rigueur for “infor-
mation power users,” and these trendsetters’ influence
is considerable. Never underestimate the power of
gadget envy. Add to that advances in power manage-
ment, and the result is an enterprise-strength platform
with tremendous practical and entertainment value
for consumers, especially as costs drop. Device prices
hover around $400 today, but we expect them to be
cut in half over the next couple of years.

The most visible success story in the mobile wire-
less market to date is RIM’s Blackberry, a device now
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synonymous with the fast-moving, always-connected
professional. But this is only the tip of the iceberg: We
expect nearly every worker will use some form of wire-
less platform eventually. Initial functions will be those
that come preinstalled on these devices, such as syn-
chronized calendars, contact management, wireless
messaging and e-mail. But applications will steadily
expand over the next three years as organizations find
new and innovative ways to make their people more
productive by providing ubiquitous access to enterprise
data. The number of off-the-shelf systems and tools for
customized solutions also will grow quickly.

These platforms fall into two broad categories:
smartphones, which have full-blown operating systems
and can run applications; and wireless PDAs, integrated
with Wi-Fi, cellular or both. 

With some 10 million smartphones in use, market
researchers are bullish about the industry’s growth
prospects. IDC says wireless platforms will grow 86 per-
cent per year through 2007, and ABI Research says 150
million units will be sold in 2008 alone. A number of
developments are fueling this expansion. First, these plat-
forms are ideal clients for recently deployed wireless net-
works around the world, including high-speed GSM/
WCDMA and CDMA2000 cellular data networks. The fit
is ideal because, unlike laptops, where users must make
do with wireless hotspots that are few and far between in
many areas, an always-on wireless device can take advan-
tage of the constant connectivity of cellular networks.

Moreover, smaller devices, with their compact dis-
plays, don’t place as high a demand on bandwidth—for
now. As WLANs continue their rapid-fire spread
throughout organizations and into public areas, we
expect many wireless platforms to work over Wi-Fi,
especially as VoIP (voice-over-IP) technology matures.
Wi-Fi PDAs are already common, and vendors have
announced smartphones with Wi-Fi capabilities.

To help you choose the best device for your enter-
prise, we submitted detailed questionnaires to the lead-
ing vendors in this market—Microsoft, PalmSource,
Research In Motion (RIM) and Symbian—asking about
everything from development environments to securi-
ty. Our analysis of their responses begins on page 53.
We also sent a poll to 15,000 NETWORK COMPUTING read-
ers; 478 of you responded with valuable insights into
how these platforms are being adopted and what enter-
prises are demanding from them.

Our reader poll results underscore wireless’ market
potential. Three quarters of respondents have wireless tri-
als, or partial or widespread deployments, under way; 39
percent have some devices and applications deployed in
their organizations. Almost half of respondents say they
will adopt wireless platforms within 12 months. Inter-
estingly, only 12 percent plan to deploy devices to most
employees—nearly half will outfit fewer than 20 percent
of workers—and 86 percent view the platforms as
addressing productivity gains for specific subsets of
workers. This suggests that most enterprises see wireless

platforms addressing specialized needs. Thus, though
the potential for mass-market adoption exists, it may
not materialize as soon as some in the industry would like.
With relatively flat IT budgets, few organizations have the
wherewithal to fully analyze this quickly evolving tech-
nology area. Yet those that do will realize significant bene-
fits, while plodders at best will have major support
headaches and at worst will expose their organizations to
significant security gaps as these networked devices prolif-
erate anyway (for ways to combat wireless insecurity, see
“Building Secure Enterprise WLANs,” ID# 1504f1 and
“Examining 802.11i and WPA,” ID# 1506ws1). 

Tough Questions
Although PCs were first used only for a few tasks,

their usefulness spawned a multitude of applications.
We see an analogous trend for small wireless platforms.

Of course, as with most new technology areas—par-
ticularly networked ones—there are many possible
gotchas. These include a highly fragmented device mar-
ket, application-usage scenarios that differ widely from
those of their desktop counterparts, and a limited num-
ber of turnkey applications. Organizations are already
struggling with supporting PDAs, many brought in unof-
ficially by employees. Finally, there are the difficult ques-

Executive Summary

I
WIRELESS
PLATFORMS
If it hasn’t occurred yet in your enterprise, it will:
Some gadget buff will flash his new smartphone and
brag about how he can answer e-mail on the golf
course. Suddenly, you’ll have the kind of grassroots
enthusiasm usually reserved for the latest firing on
The Apprentice. Next thing you know, you’ll be deter-
mining the feasibility of deploying wireless devices
companywide and furnishing employees with secure
access to e-mail, instant messaging, databases and
other key business applications.

Before this happens, take the time to review our
coverage of wireless application platforms. In
“Device Diversity,” we assess the functionality of
these products and discuss what they’ll offer in the
future. These platforms vary considerably in shape,
size and capability, so picking the right one
depends on your usage and application needs. For
“Making the Smart Choice,” page 53, we devised a
trio of common enterprise user scenarios—voice-,
e-mail- and data-centric—and sent an RFI to
Microsoft, PalmSource, RIM and Symbian, asking
for details on their development environments,
applications, communications support, browsers,
security and more. We analyzed this data, added
our take on Linux as a wireless platform and deter-
mined the preferred choice for each scenario.
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tions such as how much real-time information do work-
ers need and what percentage of workers need this level
of access. Indeed, a lack of clear business justification
was a key concern cited by poll respondents. For help
tackling these questions, see “Easy Wireless, Tough
Choices,” at www. mobilepipeline.com/18401092.

The Platforms
We’ve said these platforms are powerful, but what does
that mean, exactly? A typical four-to-five-ounce device
might offer the following: a 65,000-color display with
200x200 pixel resolution, data throughput rates over cel-
lular networks in excess of 100 Kbps, a multitasking OS, a
mail client supporting multiple messaging protocols, an
SMS (short message service) client, an MMS (multimedia
messaging service) client, IM (instant messaging), a
browser that supports WAP and XHTML, Bluetooth and
IR (infrared) capabilities, Java support (based on Java 2
Micro Edition), 16 MB of memory and removable storage
expandable to 1 GB or more. What’s not to like?

So, how do you pick the right device for your enter-
prise? Carefully. There’s a variety of platforms, and dif-
ferent devices running on the same platforms are not
necessarily compatible with one another when it comes
to applications. There’s also the question of whether
the device should be used for data, voice and data, or
mostly voice—you can’t have it all. 

Declining sales in the conventional PDA market and
surging sales in the smartphone market strongly sug-
gest that many users prefer to carry only one device.
The mobile telephone is a must. Ergo, to the extent
that a phone can subsume PDA functions, the PDA
becomes unnecessary. But portability is key: Users like
their petite cellphones, but for a smartphone to be
effective, it must have a reasonably large display, and in
some instances, a miniature keyboard. The industry

will have to demonstrate significant business or person-
al value to win over the miniphone crowd while con-
vincing PDA users they aren’t giving up too much.

The Operating System
The leading platforms are based on OSs from Palm-
Source, Microsoft, RIM and Symbian, but it is any one
the undisputed champ? No. Each has strengths and
weaknesses, and in this close race, supremacy has not
yet been determined. However, enterprises should
strongly consider narrowing the number of platforms
they support; each demands a considerable investment
to develop the expertise and tools that will let you
make the most of its capabilities.

The Applications
The first question to ask about a data application is
whether it makes sense on a wireless platform. While
some small-platform apps are truly handy, others are
painful to use. Try viewing a common high-traffic Web
page, for example, with a PDA over a cellular connection.
The page will be molasses-slow to load, and because it
was designed for a large screen, almost impossible to use.

In contrast, try viewing the small-screen version of
BBC News at news.bbc.co.uk/text_only.stm. Now we’re talk-
ing about a pleasant browsing experience. Unfortunately,
content like this is the rare exception. And getting most
existing networking apps—which were designed for large
screens, full keyboards and high-speed LAN connec-
tions—to run on these small platforms in a way that
makes sense for users is a major market barrier.

The best apps for wireless platforms are time-critical
and might involve users standing or walking with their
devices, such as short messaging, sales support, field
service and inventory.

In the past, primary limitations may have been
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Here are some additional items to
consider when choosing a mobile
device.
» Usage: Does the device accom-
modate your predicted usage? For
example, are major functions easily
executed with one hand, or do they
require two hands and a stylus?
» Power management: Does it
implement adequate power-man-
agement functions, such as main-
taining data connections even
while in a dormant or sleep mode?
How often must you charge it in
typical usage? Most devices
should make it through a day of
heavy use.
» Browser: How well does the

browser render complex pages?
We were particularly impressed by
the Palm Blazer browser and its
ability to reformat complex
content to make it usable on a
small screen.
» Size and weight: You may think a
device is small enough until you
have to carry it with you all the
time. Make sure it’s large enough
to provide the user interface you
need, but not a microgram bigger.
» Radio performance: There is
some variation in how radios are
implemented between platforms.
One device may be able to do
voice/data communications in a
low-signal or high-interference sit-

uation, while another can’t. If
you’re doing side-by-side testing,
include wireless communications
in a variety of locations.
» Phone-function integration: Are
phone functions an add-on to PDA
functions or are they tightly inte-
grated? For example, can you scroll
through a list of received calls and
easily select numbers to add to
your address book? Symbian is
especially strong in this area.
» Device as modem: For some situ-
ations, you may want to use your
wireless device as a modem for a
laptop. Does the platform support
this natively? If not, can you buy a
utility that makes it possible?

MOBILE DEVICE CHECKLIST
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memory and processing power. But today, user-inter-
face considerations and application porting are bigger
issues. Some specific items to take into account are:
» Screen size. On these devices, 320x240 pixels (Quarter
VGA or QVGA) represents the high end. Compared with
a 1,024x768 display, this is 13 percent of the screen size.
» Data input. Options include phone keypads, stylus
input and miniaturized keyboards. All can work, but
are much slower than conventional
keyboards. Monitoring e-mail on a
phone, for instance, is feasible; typing
e-mail on a phone keypad is frustrating.
» Connectivity models. Although cellu-
lar networks offer excellent coverage,
you won’t always be in a coverage area.
The best applications allow some local
interaction with data. A client-server
model for e-mail, for example, is more
effective than a browser approach
because it lets you read and write mes-
sages even when you’re outside a cover-
age area. Users can manage their con-
tacts and schedules locally, occasionally
synchronizing over the network.

So what types of apps are enterprises
asking for? Our poll respondents, not
surprisingly, rated e-mail most impor-
tant. Other highly desired apps include
calendar management, customer rela-
tionship management, database access,
dispatch and job management, group
collaboration, IM and highly targeted
job functions.

If you want to test these devices, start by offering
employees e-mail/messaging and contact/calendar man-
agement—these turnkey apps are available on nearly all
devices. Then, over time, you can use these devices
increasingly to make select data accessible.

You can find applications for your wireless device
through a number of channels. But you can’t run the
desktop versions them, with the possible (and painful)
exception of using a remote-control thin-client approach.
In most cases, platform vendors or ISVs (independent
software vendors) have developed apps for the platform.
Microsoft, for example, provides a version of Outlook on
its Pocket PC and Windows Smartphone.

Unfortunately, many of these protocols are not well-
suited to slower wireless connections, and in many
cases, wireless middleware is more effective, whether
supplied by third parties, such as Extended Systems,
Synchrologic or Xcellenet, or from the company pro-
viding back-end services, like IBM or Oracle. The mid-
dleware approach, while adding complexity and cost,
can solve the challenges of intermittent connections
and streamline communications. Middleware generally
involves client code, so you must make sure your spe-
cific device is supported. So far, we see relatively equal
support from the major software vendors for Microsoft,

PalmSource and Symbian platforms, but not for RIM.
An alternate approach, and one that doesn’t require

client code, is to use a browser, whether a microbrowser
(typically XHTML with a mobile profile) or general-pur-
pose HTML. Browsers simplify application deployment
and make sense for smaller projects—say, those with 100
users—and where only a limited amount of data interac-
tion is needed. All the systems we evaluated had compe-

tent browsers. The downside: Browsers
are slower than local clients, and users
need to be in a coverage area to use the
application. 

Another area to consider are third-
party wireless application services.
Although the market was rife with these
providers several years ago, many of
them have vanished. Now we see cellular
operators providing gateways to facilitate
mobile access to enterprise systems.
AT&T Wireless, for example, offers an
“Office Online” service that is a gateway
to enterprise Microsoft Exchange or
Lotus Domino/Notes servers. These serv-
ices cost $5 to $10 per month, per
account. If your needs are limited to just
a few core applications, this can work.

Finally, should you buy something
off the shelf or roll your own? Our
reader poll showed just a slight prefer-
ence for buying from an application or
middleware vendor.

If you do want to develop an appli-
cation, you have a lot of work ahead.

All these platforms offer sophisticated application-
development environments, whether based on C++,
C#, Java, .Net Compact Framework or Visual Basic.
But you will face a significant learning curve, as well
as the challenges of designing for small form factors,
including minute screens, laborious user input, limit-
ed memory, fewer debugging tools than for larger
platforms and less-than-reliable networking connec-
tions, thanks to the inherent vagaries of wireless tech-
nology. We expect few enterprises to develop their
own applications. Those that do will likely choose a
managed-code approach, such as Java or .Net. As our
survey shows, the strongest preference is to use
Microsoft development tools, followed by developing
in Java. Least popular, though not by much, is to
develop applications in native C++ for the platform.

As for developing in Java versus .Net, it depends on
your general computing environment. .Net makes
sense for Microsoft mobile platforms and for applica-
tions that demand integration with Microsoft servers.
Java is well-suited for larger enterprises with heteroge-
neous computing environments. The same Java lan-
guage you use on servers is used with Java 2 Micro Edi-
tion. What differs are the general constraints of the
mobile devices, such as memory and user interface.
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Source: NETWORK COMPUTING E-Mail Poll, 478 respondents

How important are the following 
application areas for wireless mobile 
platforms in your enterprise?

Highly targeted for
specific job functions

(vertical market)

E-mail

Other

Instant messaging

Enterprise resource
management

Group collaboration

Customer relationship
management

Database access

Calendar management

0 5 6 71 2 3 4
Very

important
Not
importantAverage response shown

Dispatch and job
management

READER POLL
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Java currently comes in three flavors: J2ME with Mobile
Information Device Profile (MIDP) 1.0, J2ME with
MIDP 2.0 and Personal Java. These provide a reasonable
amount of capability, but with greater memory require-
ments and increased device cost. Currently MIDP 1.0 is
moving toward lower-end phones, MIDP 2.0 toward
higher-end phones, and Personal Java is not used much
yet. Furthermore,  not all Java versions
are available on all devices.

As an alternative to Java for some
mobile phones, you can use Qualcomm’s
Binary Runtime Environment for Wire-
less (BREW), but this is most commonly
used for entertainment applications.

How To Cope
Should you take the mobile wireless

plunge? Start with an ROI analysis. If
you use the built-in applications that
come with most of these platforms,
your costs could be relatively low. If you
assume an extra 30 minutes of produc-
tivity per day, that’s a benefit of $5,000
per year for a typical employee. This
means a break-even on a $500 device in
about a month. However, things get
more complicated when you start fac-
toring in the cost of support, training,
expanding your network security to
accommodate these devices and so on.
If you have to buy applications, deploy
mobile gateways and middleware, or do
any custom application development,
costs can rise in a hurry. But if you target your apps
carefully, you should still see a solid ROI for many sce-
narios. If the device can replace a notebook computer,
all the better.

Some guidelines for a successful deployment: First,
start small. Forget about distributing PDAs company-
wide until you’ve done pilot tests.

Next, decide what type of connectivity you want—
WLAN, cellular or both? If you’ve deployed WLANs
throughout your facilities, Wi-Fi may be a good choice.
One day we may see wireless hotspots everywhere, but
until then, cellular connections are your best bet for
broad coverage. Are you committed to any particular
cellular operator? This may dictate your choice of GSM
versus CDMA and will also narrow the list of available
devices. Remember that with cellular, your device
choices are those the operator offers, not the ones in
your computer catalog.

For cellular networking, you’ll be better off with
devices that have integrated capabilities as opposed to
wireless modems. This limits your choices, but the inte-
grated devices are much more power-efficient and offer
important features, such as the ability to receive data
even when in standby mode.

Another consideration: Who decides which devices to

purchase? Users are likely to have strong opinions about
the phones or PDAs they use. Some may be attached to
the user interface of a particular PDA or the looks of a
smartphone. In our poll, 38 percent of readers indicated
that device choice was solely a company decision, while
48 percent said it was mostly a company decision with
some user leeway. We see this as the case for PDAs, but

we expect that as smartphones are
adopted for data applications, users will
have greater say about the device, facili-
tated by the expanding family of devices
available for each platform.

And don’t forget about the actual
applications of interest, which may be
supported only on specific platforms,
and sometimes only on some devices
used by that platform.

Last but certainly not least, there are
considerable security considerations.
For instance, most of the platforms sup-
port VPNs, but are these compatible
with the VPNs you’re using? Larger
enterprises will also need to institute a
management system for software
updates and asset tracking.

Bottom Line
» Simplify deployment by minimizing
the number of platforms you support.
It remains to be seen, though, whether
enterprises can limit their choice to a
single platform, as many have done on
the desktop with Microsoft Windows.

» Use off-the-shelf applications whenever possible. The
number of available applications is much lower than for
desktop platforms, but that will change as the number
of installed devices grows into the tens of millions and
as enterprise application vendors look for new ways of
augmenting and selling additional capabilities.
» Realize that this is a dynamic and quickly evolving
technology area. Existing platforms have strong
enough capabilities, and there are sufficient application
choices, that enterprises should clearly move forward,
but with care. These platforms are far from the point of
commoditization. Expect continued experimentation
with new feature sets and vigorous jockeying for mar-
ket position among vendors. 
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Source: NETWORK COMPUTING E-Mail Poll, 478 respondents

How much of a barrier are each of the 
following for wireless mobile platform 
adoption in your organization?

Insufficient available
applications

Complexity of
implementation

Security concerns

Uncertainty over
platform evolution

Insufficient
integration with

existing applications

Lack of a clear
business justification

Fragmentation
of market (multiple

devices, OS, etc.)

Lack of budget

0 5 6 71 2 3 4
Very much

a barrier
Not 
a barrierAverage response shown

Lack of end
user demand

READER POLL

WebLinks
“Lessons From Abroad,”

www.mobilepipeline.com/18600026

“Ericsson, Others To Fight Nokia’s Control of Symbian,”
www.mobilepipeline.com/showArticle.jhtml
?articleID=18401346

“Easy Wireless, Tough Choices,”
www.mobilepipeline.com/trends/18401092
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